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Part A

Answer all questions.

I. (a) Provethat (p+g)n(q-+R)=p-+R. .

(b) show that (vrXp(r)l'lq(r)) e (v(r)p(r){-l(vr)q(r) is a logicallv valid. statement'

(c) Prove that Afl (BUC; = (AnB)U(Anq .

(d) LetS= lL,Z,g,4,blandA=r6rxS.TherelationRonAisd.efinedby(o,b)R(o,b)if and'only

if ob' = ob. Prove that R is an equivalence relation-

(e) Show that Qa, +) is an Abelian group.

(0 If f : G -+ Gr is a group hamonorphism then, prove that /(o- 1) = f(o)ft'
(g) (2, +, -) is not a field, give reason.

(h) prove that the set of numbers of the form o +hJr, where o and b are integers together with
ordinary addition and multiplication is a field.'-

(8x5=40marks)

Part B

u. (a) (i) showthatDisavalidconclusionfromthepremises (A+B)fl(A-+Q,lGnq,DUA
(7 marks)

(ii) Prove that lp (o, b) follows logicalty from (vr)(vyXp(r,y) + u (r,y) and I w(a,b)

(b) (t
(ii)

(8 marks)

(7 marks)

Show that the premises'A student in this class has not read the book and everyone in this

class passed the first exam" imply the conclusion "some one who passed the first exam has

not read the bookl'.
(8 marks)

g,rftrnCs zK aoa-DISCRETE COMPUTATIoNAL STRUCTURES

Or

show that (suR) is tautologically implied bv (pU q),p + R and q -+ s.
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UI. (a) (i) If /:A-rBandg:B-+C are one-to-oue onto functions, then prove that g o /is also
one-to-one.

(7 marks)

(ii) In a distributive lattice (L, cl). Prove that if artb=oncand ovb--ovcimplies b = c.

o) (t
(ii)

ry. (a) (i)

(ii)

&) (r)

Let n be a positive integer and let D' be the set of all positive divisors of n. Draw the Hasse

u
Show that the set Z of all integers is countable.

diagram for Dro.

Let G be the set of all non-zero real numbers and let a*b =

abelian goup.

State aud prove Lagrange's theorem.

Or

(8 marks)
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ab
- . Prove that (G, *) is anz'

L€t H be a subgroup of a group G. Prove that every left coset oH of H has the same
number of elements.

(7 marks)
(ii) State and prove Cayley's theorem. (8 marks)

V. -(a) (i) Prove that a finite integral domain is a field. (8 marks)
(D L€t R be a Euclidean ring, then prove that every element of R is either a unit in R or

can be written as the product of a finite nunber of prime elements of R.

Or

(b) (r) Show that if L is an algebraic extension of K and if K is an algebraic extension of F, thea
L is the algebraic extension of F.

(ii) Prove that d- g is inrred.ucible over F, the field of integbr modulo 11. 
(? marks)

(8 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]


